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Abstract 
The deformation behavior of Ti5Si3 single crystals with the hexagonal D88 structure 
has been investigated in compression as a function of crystal orientation in a temperature 
range from 1200 to 1500°C. Three different types of deformation modes: {11¯00}[0001] 
prismatic slip, {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> pyramidal slip and {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning were identified 
for the first time as being operative in Ti5Si3 at temperatures above 1300°C, depending on the 
loading axis orientation. The critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS) decrease steeply with 
increasing temperature for all deformation modes. The values of the CRSS for {11¯00}[0001] 
prismatic slip are considerably lower than those for {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> pyramidal slip, but are 
comparable to those for {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning. The favored deformation modes are 
discussed on the basis of anisotropic elasticity theory of dislocations. 
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1. Introduction 
There is a growing interest in reducing global warming. The reduction of CO2 
emission from turbine engines in existing power plants is believed to be very efficient in the 
suppression of global warming, when referring to the fact that more than 30 vol.% of CO2 
emission is from power generation. This can be achieved by improving the efficiency of 
turbine engines of stationary power plants. One of the ways to achieve this goal is to develop 
structural materials capable of operating in severe oxidizing atmosphere and at temperatures 
much higher than the maximum operation temperatures of Ni-based superalloys. A number of 
candidate materials including intermetallic alloys such as NiAl have been investigated in the 
last two decades [1]. While many candidate materials do not withstand the target operating 
temperatures approaching 1500°C, there are still research activities on transition-metal 
silicides, mostly because of their very high melting temperatures. The early studies on these 
structural silicides were focused on transition-metal disilicides, especially on MoSi2, mainly 
due to their excellent oxidation resistance at elevated temperatures [2-4]. Once alloys based 
on MoSi2 was proved to have serious limitations with respect to fracture toughness and 
ductility at ambient temperatures, however, alloys based on transition-metal silicides with a 
general formula of M5Si3 (M = transition-metal) that exhibit higher melting temperatures have 
become the subject of extensive study. These include those based on Mo5Si3, Ti5Si3 and 
Nb5Si3. In particular, Nb5Si3 has been extensively investigated in the form of Nb/Nb5Si3 
in-situ composites for high-temperature structural applications in aerospace propulsion [5]. 
Although their oxidation resistance is generally poor at about 800°C and above, the oxidation 
stability of Mo5Si3 and Ti5Si3 was found to be improved drastically by small additions of third 
elements [6,7]. A significant effort of research has been devoted to the development of 
Mo-Mo5Si2B (the so-called T2 phase) alloys [8,9]. When compared Mo5Si3-based alloys with 
Ti5Si3, a less significant effort has been made in the development of alloys based on Ti5Si3, in 
spite of its high melting temperature (2130 °C), low density (4.32 g/cm3) and good oxidation 
resistance [10-12]. 
Ti5Si3 has a complex hexagonal structure which refers to the Mn5Si3 type of structure 
(D88 structure in the Schoenflies notation) with the space group P63/mcm. The crystal 
structure is characterized by two distinct atomic chains extending along the c-axis, as shown 
in Fig. 1. One is a linear chain which consists of metal atoms A(1) located at (1/3, 2/3, z) 
where z = 0, 1/2. These A(1) atoms are coordinated by six Si atoms which, in turn, form 
irregular polyhedra. The other linear chain possesses A(2) atoms of trigonal antiprisms in the 
corners of the unit cell. The silicon atoms form interchain bonds between the A(1) and A(2) 
atoms to tie together the structure. Because of the complex crystal structure, Ti5Si3 is expected 
to have limitations with respect to fracture toughness and ductility at ambient temperatures in 
the monolithic form. Indeed, most studies on this silicide have focused on utilizing the silicide 
as a strengthening phase in composite forms [10,13-17], except the work of Frommeyer et al. 
[10] and Umakoshi and Nakashima [11]. Frommeyer et al. [10] concluded that deformation of 
polycrystalline Ti5Si3 occurring only above 1000 °C is carried by thermally activated slip and 
twinning. Umakoshi and Nakashima [11] later reported that deformation twinning of the 
{11¯02}<1¯101>-type is operative in single crystals with some limited loading axis orientations 
at high temperature above 1300 °C in compression. But, neither other slip systems nor their 
critical resolved shear stresses have been quantitatively identified for Ti5Si3. Hence, almost 
nothing is known about the deformation mechanisms of Ti5Si3 in the monolithic form. 
 In the present study, we investigate the plastic deformation behavior of single crystals 
of Ti5Si3 in compression as a function of crystal orientation and temperature, in order to 




2. Experimental Procedure 
 Single crystals of Ti5Si3 with a nominally stoichiometric composition of Ti-37.5 at%Si 
were grown with an optical floating zone (FZ) furnace at a growth rate of 6 mm/h in an Ar gas 
flow. X-ray diffraction confirmed that the lattice parameters of the as-grown crystals are: a = 
0.7458 nm and c = 0.5152 nm. These are in good agreement with those previously reported 
for Ti5Si3 of very high-purity [18], indicating the exact stoichiometry and the high quality of 
the single crystals.  
 After determining the crystallographic orientations by the X-ray back-reflection Laue 
method, specimens with a rectangular parallelepiped shape having three orthogonal faces 
parallel to the (0001), (112¯0) and (11¯00) planes with the dimensions of 3.115×3.037×3.401 
mm3 were cut from the crystals by spark-cutting. Then, the specimen surface was 
mechanically polished with 0.3 µm alumina abrasive powders. Measurements of the elastic 
constants were carried out by the rectangular parallelepiped resonance (RPR) method at room 
temperature. In this method, all elastic constants are derived from the frequencies of 
resonance vibrations of specimen [19]. The resonance data are recorded over a frequency 
range from 550 to 1650 kHz. The first 40 resonance peaks are used to determine the elastic 
constants. 
 Oriented single crystalline specimens for compression tests with dimensions of 1.5 x 
1.5 x 4 mm3 were sectioned from the as-grown single crystals by spark-cutting. All specimens 
were mechanically polished and then finished with 0.3 µm alumina abrasive powders prior to 
compression tests. The orientations of the single crystals were determined by the X-ray 
back-reflection Laue method. Four different loading axis orientations: [22¯05], [43¯1¯0], [0001], 
and [2 1¯ 1¯ 24] were selected, as shown in Fig. 2. The highest Schmid factors of the possible 
deformation modes are listed up in Table 1 for each orientation. The deformation modes of 
Table 1 were selected on the basis of elementary dislocation theory that the slip systems with 
a higher d/b value (d and b stand, respectively, for the slip plane spacing and the magnitude of 
Burgers vector) tend to be preferred to operate. Compression tests were carried out in vacuum 
by using an Instron-type testing machine at a strain rate of ε˙ = 1 x 10-4 s-1 at temperatures 
ranging from 1200 to 1500 °C. Deformation structures were examined by optical microscopy 
(OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  
 
3. Results 
3.1. Elastic constants at room temperature 
 The values of single-crystal elastic constants (cij) determined at room temperature are 
tabulated in Table 2 together with the elastic anisotropy parameters (c33/c11, 
(c11+c33−2c13)/4c44 and c44/c66). As exemplified with the values close to unity for all 
anisotropic parameters (c33/c11 = 0.94, (c11+c33−2c13)/4c44 = 1.20 and c44/c66 = 1.04), the 
values of cij obtained for Ti5Si3 have characteristics typically observed in many hexagonal 
crystals, except that the value of c12 is quite different from that of c13. The values for Cauchy 
pressure estimated are 16.7 and -39.6 for c12 - c66 and c13 - c44, respectively. The negative 
value of Cauchy pressure may indicate the directionality of atomic bonding, as in the case of 
cubic crystals [20]. Polycrystalline isotropic elastic moduli are evaluated from the 
single-crystal stiffness constants by the Hill’s method [21], in which the elastic moduli are 
estimated as the average of Voigt and Reuss limits, as tabulated in Table 3. The values of bulk 
(B), shear (G) and Young’s moduli (E) are estimated to be 140, 96 and 234 GPa, respectively. 
The value of polycrystalline Young’s modulus (234 GPa) determined in the present study is 
larger by about 50% than that (156 GPa) reported previously for a Ti5Si3 polycrystalline 
specimen [10]. The orientation dependence of Young’s modulus on (11¯00) prism plane is 
depicted in Fig. 3. The value of Young’s modulus is the largest along the c-axis (E//0001 = 254 
GPa) and exhibits a minimum (Emin = 225 GPa) along a direction about 50 degrees away from 
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the c-axis. Since the largest value differs from the smallest only by 10%, the Young’s modulus 
of Ti5Si3 is virtually orientation independent. This may be caused by the very complex crystal 
structure of Ti5Si3. The significantly smaller value of Young’s modulus reported previously 
for a Ti5Si3 polycrystalline specimen [10] cannot then be attributed to texture effects. We 
suspect that some elastically soft phases such as Ti were incorporated in the Ti5Si3 
polycrystalline specimens [10]. The value of Poisson’s ratio (ν) is very small at about ν = 0.22, 
indicating the brittleness. In fact, the value of B/G ratio is 1.46, being far smaller than the 
value (1.75), above which the material is predicted to be ductile according to the Pugh’s 
criterion [22].  
 
3.2. Stress-strain behavior 
 Typical stress strain curves obtained for specimens with the [22¯05], [43¯1¯0], [0001] and 
[2 1¯ 1¯ 24] orientations are shown in Figs. 4(a), (b) (c) and (d), respectively. The symbol × in 
the figure indicates the occurrence of failure in the elastic region without any appreciable 
plastic strain. Plastic flow is observed above 1300°C for [22¯05] and [2 1¯ 1¯ 24] orientations 
and above 1400°C for [43¯1¯0] and [0001] orientations. The stress-strain curves for plastically 
deformed samples generally exhibit a yield drop followed by a gradual decrease in flow stress. 
The amount of yield drop decreases with increasing temperature for [22¯05] and [43¯1¯0] 
orientations. A similar yield drop behavior is observed in many transition-metal silicides 
[23-25] and in covalent semiconductors [26]. This is attributed to the fact that the stress 
required to generate dislocations is much larger than that required for their motion because of 
a quite low density for grown-in dislocations. Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of the 
yield stress for four different orientations investigated. The values of the yield stress for these 
four orientations decrease monotonously with increasing temperature. 
 
3.3. Deformation structures 
3.3.1. [22¯05] orientation 
 Fig. 6 shows deformation markings observed on two orthogonal surfaces of Ti5Si3 
single crystals with [22¯05], [43¯1¯0] and [0001] orientations deformed in compression at 
1400°C. For the [22¯05] orientation, coarse deformation markings are clearly observed on a 
(5¯504) surface whereas they are very faint on the (1¯1¯20) surface (Fig. 6(a)). Trace analysis has 
confirmed that the markings are parallel to the trace of the (11¯00) prismatic plane. The faint 
traces on the (1¯1¯20) surface suggest that the slip direction is parallel to [0001], which is on the 
(1¯1¯20) surface. Fig. 7 illustrates the result of TEM analysis made to determine the Burgers 
vector of dislocations on (11¯00) prism plane. As seen in Fig. 7(a), most of dislocations are 
aligned parallel to [1¯1¯20] and to <1¯1¯23> in a TEM foil cut parallel to the (11¯00) slip plane. A 
dislocation visible in Figs. 7(b) and (c) is invisible when the diffraction vectors (g) are 033¯0 
(Fig. 7(d)) and 213¯0 (Fig. 7(e)). The Burgers vector (b) of the dislocation is thus confirmed to 
be parallel to [0001] based on the standard g∙b rule. The magnitude of the dislocation Burgers 
vector are also determined by the thickness fringe method [27] which utilizes the fact that the 
dot product of g and b (i.e., Δn = g∙b) corresponds to the number of the extra fringes (Δn) 
around a dislocation outcrop observed in weak-beam images. In weak-beam images taken 
with the diffraction vectors g = 0002 (Fig. 7(b)) and g = 123¯1 (Fig. 7(c)), two and one extra 
thickness-fringes appear on the lower side of the dislocation (indicated by arrowheads in the 
figure), respectively, whereas no extra fringe is observed for g = 033¯0 (Fig. 7(d)) and g = 
213¯0 (Fig. 7(e)). Thus, the Burgers vector of the dislocation is determined to be [0001]. 
Dislocations with b = [0001] are observed not to dissociate into partial dislocations on (11¯00) 




3.3.2. [4 3¯ 1¯ 0] orientation 
 For the [43¯1¯0] orientation, the observed deformation markings are aligned parallel to 
the traces of the (21¯1¯2) and (2¯112) planes on the two orthogonal surfaces (Fig. 6(b)), 
suggesting the operation of {21¯1¯2} pyramidal slip. The results of TEM analysis performed to 
determine the Burgers vector of dislocations on {21¯1¯2} pyramidal planes are depicted in Fig. 
8. As shown in Fig. 8(a) a dislocation segment marked by C is dissociated or decomposed into 
two dislocations A and B in a TEM foil cut parallel to the (2¯112) slip plane. Contrast analysis 
to determine their Burgers vectors was carried out in a framed area of Fig. 8(a). All 
dislocations A, B and C are invisible in a weak-beam image taken with the diffraction vector g 
= 033¯0 (Fig. 8(c)). Dislocations marked with A are invisible also for g =3¯300 (Fig. 8(d)), 
indicating their Burgers vector is [0001¯]. The standard g∙b rule suggests that the Burgers 
vectors for both dislocations B and C are parallel to the [2 1¯ 1¯ w] directions since they are 
invisible for g = 033¯0 as shown in Fig. 8(c), but visible for the other imaging conditions. The 
Burgers vector of the parent dislocation C is then inferred to be 1/3[2¯113¯] since it must be on 
the (2¯112) slip plane with the shortest repeat distance of the lattice. The Burgers vector of the 
dislocation B is deduced to be 1/3[2¯110] based on the following reaction scheme: 
  1/3[2¯113¯] → [0001¯] + 1/3[2¯110] (1). 
Since the Burgers vector of [0001¯], 1/3[2¯110] are not on the observed (2¯112) slip plane, they 
are likely to form as a result of climb decomposition of a dislocation with b = 1/3[2¯113¯]. It is 
thus concluded that the {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> pyramidal slips are operative in specimens 
compressed along the [43¯1¯0] direction and that the dislocations with b = 1/3[2¯113¯] are 
climb-decomposed into two perfect dislocations with b1 = [0001¯] and b2 = 1/3[2¯110].  
 
3.3.3. [0001] and [2 1¯ 1¯ 24] orientations 
 For the [0001] orientation, deformation markings are usually wavy and they are 
sometimes in the form of thick bands, as shown in Fig. 6(c). The markings are inclined by less 
than 10° from the traces of the (0001) plane on two orthogonal surfaces. It is, however, very 
difficult to determine unambiguously slip planes by performing the trace analysis, because 
mainly of their wavy nature. Based on the assumption that the high symmetry of the 
compression axis [0001] makes many equivalent slip systems operating simultaneously and 
forming wavy deformation markings, similar deformation experiments were carried out for 
single crystals with the loading axis parallel to the [2 1¯ 1¯ 24] orientation, which is about 10° 
tilted away from the [0001] orientation in order to determine the operating slip planes by trace 
analysis, as the results are shown in Fig. 9. The deformation markings observed are aligned 
parallel to traces of two different types of crystallographic planes, such as (21¯1¯8) or (0001) 
for [2 1¯ 1¯ 24]-oriented specimens deformed at both 1300 and 1400°C. The thickness of the 
deformation bands increase with increasing temperature.  
 The orientation difference between regions inside and outside the deformation band 
parallel to the (21¯1¯8) plane on the (011¯0) surface of the sample deformed at 1400°C was 
examined by Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), as shown in Fig. 10. Figs. 10(a) and (b) 
show the orientation maps representing the surface normal and compression axis directions, 
respectively. The compression axis direction in the region of the deformation band is 
approximately 20° tilted away from that in the region outside of the band, while the surface 
normal direction is virtually the same for both regions. The change in the compression axis 
direction occurs abruptly at the boundary between regions inside and outside the deformation 
band. This indicates that the deformation band is rotated by approximately 20° about [011¯0], 
as the orientation relationship between the two regions is indicated in Fig. 10(c). As clearly 
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seen in the figure, there exist some mirror relationships between the two regions with two 
different reflection planes; the (2¯118) habit plane and also with the plane perpendicular to the 
[8¯443¯] direction. Thus, the deformation band with the (2¯118) habit plane is determined to be a 
deformation twin of the compound-type with the twinning elements K1=(2¯118) and η1= 
[8¯443¯]. On the basis of crystallography of deformation twinning, we deduce the other 
twinning elements K2, η2 and the twinning shear s, as follows: the normal of the K2 plane 
must be close to η1 for twinning shear to be realistically small and possesses rational and low 
indices [28, 29]. The most reasonable choice of K2 for the twin was determined to be (2¯110), 
the plane normal is tilted about 10° away from η1: [8¯443¯]. Finally, η2 and the twinning shear s 
were determined to be η2= [0001] and s = 0.35.  
 Fig. 11 shows the result of a similar EBSD analysis performed for the deformation 
band parallel to the (0001) plane on the (011¯0) surface of the specimen deformed at 1400°C. 
The orientation difference between the adjacent analysis points on the line between A and B in 
Fig. 11(a) as well as the accumulated values of the orientation difference are plotted in Fig. 
11(b). In contrast to the deformation band parallel to the (21¯1¯8) plane, the orientation of the 
deformation bands parallel to (0001) varies gradually with a detectable step of less than 1°. 
The orientation distribution of low-indexed poles within the deformation band indicates that 
the orientation change occurs with the rotation axis close to the [21¯1¯0] direction, as shown in 




4.1. Operative slip systems 
 In the present study, three different types of deformation modes, such as {11¯00}[0001] 
prismatic slip, {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> pyramidal slip and {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning were identified 
for the first time to operate in Ti5Si3 at temperatures above 1300°C. However, we did not 
observe {11¯02}<1¯101> twinning, which was reported previously by Umakoshi and 
Nakashima [11]. The critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS’s) for these deformation modes 
calculated with the corresponding Schmid factors are plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of 
temperature together with those for {11¯01}<11¯02¯> twinning reported by Umakoshi and 
Nakashima [11]. The values of the CRSS decrease steeply with increasing temperature for all 
considered deformation modes. The values of CRSS for {11¯00}[0001] prismatic slip are 
considerably lower than those for {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> pyramidal slip but are comparable to 
those for {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning. It is worth mentioning that the values of the CRSS for 
{11¯00}[0001] prismatic slip presently identified are comparable to those of {11¯02}<1¯101> 
twinning reported by Umakoshi and Nakashima [11]. The orientation ranges where these 
deformation modes are operative are similar to each other.  
 It is important to discuss how the identified deformation modes (slip systems) in Ti5Si3 
are selected on the basis of anisotropic elasticity theory of dislocations. For a dislocation with 
a certain Burgers vector, the crystallographic plane for which the self-energy is a minimum or 
where the critical resolved shear stress for dislocation glide is the lowest one [30]. The total 








= , (2) 
where K is the energy factor, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, R is the radius of the 
dislocation strain field and r0 is the radius of the dislocation core [30]. The energy factor K is 
a function of the elastic constants of the crystal and varies with the orientation of the 
dislocation line with respect to the Burgers vector. Since the logarithmic factor in eqn. (2) is 
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insensitive to the exact value of R/r0, the total energy E is primarily controlled by the 
orientation dependence of K. The analytical solution of the energy factor K for hexagonal 
crystals has been given by Foreman [31] and Teutonico [32]. Eshelby [30] has furthermore 
introduced a measure of the width of an edge dislocation core defined as 
 dsKe 66'2
1
=ξ , (3) 
where Ke is the energy factor for the edge dislocation, s’66 is the compliance referred to the 
dislocation axis, in which the x3 axis is set parallel to the dislocation line and d is the 
interplanar distance of the slip plane. The ratio ξ/b would serve as a measure of the ease of the 
dislocation glide instead of d/b for an isotropic crystal since the Peierls stress τp for an 









ξπτ 4exp2 . (4) 
The energy factor, elastic compliance constants referred to the dislocation axis, ξ factor, ξ/b 
ratio and Peierls stress for an edge dislocation are calculated for each slip system using the 
elastic constants obtained in the present study and are summarized in Table 4. In Eshelby’s 
criterion, the slip system with a large ξ/b value is selected, since the Peirels stress is expected 
to be the lowest one [30]. The amount of the ξ/b values for various slip systems is the same as 
that of the d/b values. Among the various slip systems listed up in Table 4, the {11¯00}[0001] 
slip system has the largest ξ/b value and hence is expected to be selected. This is exactly what 
is observed in experiments of the present study. Since the Peierls stress for the {11¯00}[0001] 
slip system is by far lower than those for other slip systems, their activation is expected to be 
very difficult as confirmed by the experiment. However, when a crystal orientation is selected 
so that the {11¯00}[0001] slip system can not geometrically operate, {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> 
pyramidal slip occurs because this slip system has the largest ξ/b value among all possible 
pyramidal slip systems. 
 
4.2. Kink bands 
 Deformation bands observed parallel to (0001) in [0001]- and [2 1¯ 1¯ 24]- oriented 
specimens are concluded to be kink bands, since the orientation change within the band 
occurs gradually with the rotation axis of [21¯1¯0]. The formation of similar kink bands has 
been observed in single crystals of the hexagonal closed-packed (hcp) metals as an 
accommodation mechanism for deformation twins [35, 36]. In these hcp metals, kink bands 
have been considered to form by the predominant activation of the easiest slip system of the 
(0001)<112¯0>-type, even under the loading condition where the resolved shear stress for the 
slip system is initially zero, accompanied by the lattice rotation about the <11¯00> direction, 
i.e. about the line direction of the edge dislocation [36, 37]. For Ti5Si3, the {11¯00}<0001> slip 
system is the easiest one to operate. The lattice rotation is expected to occur about the <112¯0> 
direction corresponding to the line direction of the <0001> edge dislocation and the boundary 
of the band is expected to be initially parallel to basal plane (0001) by analogy of the kink 
band formation in hcp metals. This is in agreement with the observation of the kink band, 
indicating that the kink band in Ti5Si3 is formed as a complementary deformation mode to 
accommodate the strain caused by the formation of the other type of deformation modes, i.e. 
deformation twinning, as in the case of many hcp metals. 
 
4.3. Atomic movements for the {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning 
 Finally we will discuss the atomic movements that occur during {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> 
twinning. Since Ti5Si3 is an intermetallic compound with a complex D88-type of crystal 
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structure, the twinning mechanism is very complicated when compared to those in 
intermetallic superlattice compounds, which are formed with an ordered arrangement of 
different atomic species in fcc (face-centered cubic), bcc (body-centered cubic) and hcp 
lattices. In the case of complex crystal structures containing many atoms in the unit cell, the 
twinning process can be divided into two steps: (1) uniform shear of a lattice and (2) shuffles 
of atoms to the nearest twin sites. In the classical twinning theory, it is convenient to introduce 
a motif unit and a motif lattice, which is generally different from the unit cell and contains 
many lattice points of the unit cell. Let us consider the projection of the atomic structure of 
the (21¯1¯8)[84¯4¯3¯] twin along the normal of the shear plane S. For this, we introduce a motif 
lattice defined by the three translation vectors of η1: [84¯4¯3¯], η2: [0001], and the normal of the 
shear plane S: [01¯10]. Fig. 13(a) indicates the relationship between the unit cell of Ti5Si3 
(dotted line) and the motif lattice (thick line) projected along the normal of the shear plane S. 
The motif lattice contains four unit-cell lattice points, on which a single motif unit is allocated. 
The number (q) of the lattice K1 planes traversed by the primitive lattice vector of η2 is 4. We 
first consider the movements of these lattice points in the motif lattice. The comparison 
between the lattice points in the sheared matrix of the motif lattice and the twinned one 
indicates that only two of the four lattice points in the matrix of the motif lattice are moved to 
adequate lattice points of the twinned lattice by a simple twinning shear. The remaining two 
lattice points must be recovered to maintain the crystal structure of Ti5Si3. The former and 
latter lattice points are assigned as α and β in Fig. 13(a), respectively. The subscripts M, S and 
T in Fig. 13(a) correspond to the matrix, the sheared matrix and the twin, respectively. In 
general, the twinning systems with the smaller magnitude of shear s and/or q are considered to 
be activated preferentially from the viewpoint of lattice shear [38-40]. The relatively simple 
lattice shear with a small number of q is considered to be one of the reasons for the operation 
of the {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning in Ti5Si3. The twinning systems with q = 4 are similarly 
observed for many other metallic materials [38]. Secondly, we consider the shuffles of atoms. 
In the case of the deformation twin with q = 4, it is sufficient to consider two different types 
of atomic shuffles around the two different types of the unit-cell lattice points in the motif 
lattice [38]. In order to consider the atomic shuffles, we consider the atomic arrangements in 
the unite cell of Ti5Si3 in greater details. As presented by the [0001]-projection of the crystal 
structure of Ti5Si3 in Fig. 13(b), there are fourteen atomic layers in a single repeating distance 
along the [01¯10] direction, i.e. the normal of the plane of shear S. Because of the mirror 
symmetry on the S plane, the number of the atomic layer type to be considered is reduced to 
eight, as indicated in Fig. 13(b). It is sufficient to consider the atomic movements in these 
eight types of shear planes to describe quantitatively the twining process. For simplicity, a 
motif unit is divided into eight different atomic layers of the S plane as shown in Fig.13(c). 
Considering the complex atomic arrangements of Ti5Si3, it would be easy and also reasonable 
to assume that the shuffles of atoms occur within each atomic layer, i.e. shuffles of atoms 
normal to the S plane have not been considered. Possible atomic movements of each motif 
unit are deduced by comparing the atomic positions of the sheared matrix and twin, as shown 
in Figs. 13(c) and 13(d). The atomic movements with the shortest translation are selected as 
the most probable ones. The possible movements of atoms for motif units located on two 
types of lattice points α and β are indicated in Fig. 13(d) and are summarized in Table 5. 
There are some atomic shuffles with the translation increment of about 0.2-0.3 nm, which is 
comparable with the shortest interatomic distance of about 0.25 nm. This implies that the 
formation of the {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯>-twin is greatly influenced by the atomic shuffling motion to 
recover the crystal structure [41, 42]. This is one of the reason why {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning 





1. Three different types of operating deformation modes, such as {11¯00}[0001] prismatic 
slip, {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> pyramidal slip and {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning were identified in 
Ti5Si3 at deformation temperatures above 1300°C for the first time.  
2. The CRSS steeply decreases with increasing temperature for all deformation modes. The 
CRSS for {11¯00}[0001] prismatic slip is considerably lower than that for 
{21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> pyramidal slip at all temperatures but are comparable to those for 
{21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning. 
3. Kink bands formed parallel to the (0001) plane as a complementary deformation modes 
which accommodate the strain caused by the {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> deformation twin, 
accompanied by the orientation change within the band occurring with the <112¯0> 
rotation axis corresponding to the line direction of the <0001> edge dislocation.  
4. Room temperature elastic constants were determined as follows; c11= 285 GPa, c33=268 
GPa, c12=106 GPa, c13=53.4 GPa, c44=93.0 GPa and c66=89.3 GPa. The bulk modulus (K), 
shear modulus (G) and Young’s modulus (E) were estimated by Hill’s average method to 
be 140 GPa, 96 GPa and 234 GPa, respectively. The negative Cauchy pressure and small 
Poisson’s ratio indicate the significance of directional atomic bonding and the intrinsic 
brittleness of this compound. 
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Table 1. The highest Schmid factors for various deformation modes in Ti5Si3 single crystals 
with four different loading axis orientations tested in this study. 
Deformation mode Loading axis orientation 
[22¯05] [43¯1¯0] [0001] [21¯1¯24] 
Basal slip (0001)1/3<21¯1¯0> 0.433 0 0 0.175 
 (0001)<11¯00> 0.500 0 0 0.152 
Prism slip {11¯00}[0001] 0.500 0 0 0.152 
 {11¯00}1/3<1¯1¯20> 0.217 0.500 0 0.014 
 {21¯1¯0}[0001] 0.433 0 0 0.175 
 {21¯1¯0}<011¯0> 0.217 0.500 0 0.014 
Pyramidal slip {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> 0.233 0.432 0.468 0.500 
 {101¯1}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> 0.310 0.479 0.444 0.487 
 {21¯1¯1}1/3<21¯1¯6¯> 0.237 0.438 0.475 0.500 
Twinning {11¯02}<1¯101> 0.364 0.324 - - 
 {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> 0.428 - 0.168 0.322 
 













(GPa) c33/c11 (c11+c33−2c13)/4c44 c44/c66 
285 268 106 53.4 93.0 89.3 0.94 1.20 1.04 
 
Table 3. Polycrystalline elastic moduli (bulk (B), shear (G), Young's (E)), Poisson’s ration (ν) 
and Cauchy pressures for Ti5Si3 at room temperature. 
B (GPa) G (GPa) E (GPa) ν Cauchy pressure 
c12 - c66 (GPa) c13 - c44 (GPa) 
140 96 234 0.22 16.7 -39.6 
 
Table 4. The energy factor, elastic compliance constants referred to the dislocation axis, ξ 
factor, ξ/b ratio and Peierls stress for an edge dislocation of each possible slip system in 
Ti5Si3. 











Basal (0001)1/3<21¯1¯0> 0.129 0.746 0.173 127.6 10.8 0.119 57.6 
Prism {11¯00}[0001] 0.155 0.515 0.301 123.9 10.8 0.201 19.9 
 {11¯00}1/3<1¯1¯20> 0.155 0.746 0.208 122.6 11.2 0.143 40.8 
 {21¯1¯0}[0001] 0.086 0.515 0.166 123.9 10.8 0.111 61.5 
Pyramidal {21¯1¯2}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> 0.097 0.906 0.108 126.5 9.37 0.064 113.6 
 {101¯1}1/3<21¯1¯3¯> 0.058 0.906 0.064 103.3 9.53 0.032 138.7 
 {21¯1¯1}1/3<21¯1¯6¯> 0.066 1.272 0.052 125.2 9.32 0.030 170.7 
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Atom Atomic shuffling around the lattice point 
α β 
1 Ti(2) ±0.620η2 (0.319nm) ±0.120η2 (0.062nm) 
 Si ±0.308η2 (0.158nm) ±0.193η2 (0.099nm) 
2 Ti(2) ±0.060η1 (0.182nm) ±0.060η2 (0.031nm) 
3 Ti(1) ±0.250η2 (0.129nm) ±0.250η2 (0.129nm) 
4 Si ±0.404η2 (0.208nm) ±0.096η2 (0.050nm) 
5 Si ±0.346η2 (0.175nm) ±0.154η2 (0.079nm) 
6 Ti(1) 0 (0nm) 0 (0nm) 
7 Ti(2) ±0.310η2 (0.160nm) ±0.190η2 (0.098nm) 
8 Ti(2) ±0.370η2 (0.191nm) ±0.130η2 (0.067nm) 









        
Fig. 2. Standard stereographic projection Fig. 3. Orientation dependence of the Young's 
of the loading axis orientations. modulus for single crystalline Ti5Si3 at room 





Fig. 4. Typical engineering stress-strain curves of Ti5Si3 single crystals with (a) [22¯05], (b) 




Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the yield stress for Ti5Si3 single crystals with four 
different loading axis orientations. 
 
Fig. 6. Deformation markings observed on two orthogonal surfaces of Ti5Si3 single crystals 
with (a) [22¯05], (b) [43¯1¯0] and (c) [0001] orientations deformed at 1400°C.  
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Fig. 7. (a) Bright-field and (b-e) weak-beam images of the dislocation structure in a 
[22¯05]-oriented Ti5Si3 single crystal deformed at 1400°C. The diffraction vector (g) 
used is indicated in each of the images. 
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Fig. 8.  Weak-beam images of a dislocation structure in a [43¯1¯0]-oriented Ti5Si3 single 





Fig. 9.  Deformation markings observed on two orthogonal surfaces in [2 1¯ 1¯ 24]- oriented 
Ti5Si3 single crystals deformed at (a) 1300 and (b) 1400°C. 
 
 
Fig. 10. EBSD analysis of the deformation band with the habit plane parallel to (2¯118) 
observed in a [2 1¯ 1¯ 24]-oriented Ti5Si3 single crystal deformed at 1400°C in 
compression. The orientation maps showing (a) the surface normal and (b) 
compression axis directions. (c) Stereographic projection of the orientation 
relationship between the two regions inside and outside of the deformation band. 
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Fig. 11. EBSD analysis of a deformation band with the habit plane parallel to (0001) 
observed in a [2 1¯ 1¯ 24]-oriented Ti5Si3 single crystal deformed at 1400°C in 
compression. (a) Orientation map showing the surface normal direction. (b) 
Orientation difference between adjacent analysis points (point-to-point) on the line 
between A and B in Fig. 11(a) as well as the accumulated values of the orientation 
difference (point-to-origin) (c) Orientation distribution of low-indexed poles in the 
deformation band.  
 
 
Fig. 12. Temperature dependence of the CRSS for {11¯00}<0001> prismatic slip, 
{21¯1¯2}<21¯1¯3¯> pyramidal slip in Ti5Si3 single crystals. The corresponding curve for 
{101¯2}<1¯011> twinning, which was previously reported by Umakoshi and Nakashima 








Fig.13. (a) Relationship between the unit cell of Ti5Si3 (dotted line) and the motif lattice (thick 
line) for {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning projected along the normal of the shear plane S, (b) 
[0001]-projection of the crystal structure, (c) atomic arrangements on eight different 
atomic layers indicated in (b), and (d) schematic illustration of possible 
atomic-shuffling mechanism for {21¯1¯8}<84¯4¯3¯> twinning.  
 
